
97030X – WALL BOX DECORATOR
ROTARY TIMER

This is the wall box decorator rotary timer. Check out the
Pass & Seymour products.

Units  with  “Hold”  feature  may  be  turned  counter-
clockwise to hold the load on without timing function.
Turning clockwise causes unit to time load off after
desired time delay.
Quiet operation.
Time range from 5 minutes to 12 hours.
Available with or without hold.
Decorator styling.
Easily installed.
Large head screw terminals.
Accurate to +/- 5 percent.
Motor rated.
Energy saving.

RT-50 – PRESET COUNTDOWN TIME
SWITCH
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This is the preset countdown time switch. The RT-50 Preset
Countdown Time Switch automatically turns lighting or other
loads  off  when  the  selected  on-time  expires.  It  replaces
standard  single-pole  wall  switches  for  energy  savings
throughout  a  range  of  applications.

Users press one of the six preset buttons to turn connected
lighting on for the corresponding period of time. After the
time has elapsed, lighting is automatically turned off. Lights
can be turned off before the countdown is complete by pressing
the on/ off button. Users may press the on/off button to turn
lights on. The time switch will activate the preset that was
last used, and the indicator light for that preset will turn
on. To change the countdown, users press the desired preset
button and the RT-50 will reset to that countdown interval.

The RT-50 will keep lighting on for 1, 5, 10, 20, 30 or 60
minutes. The digital on-time options provide precise control
and help users avoid leaving lights on unnecessarily. Check
out Wattstopper DLM products here.

Seven-button preset time switch
Replaces single-pole switch
Selectable on-time: 1, 5, 10, 20, 30, 60 minutes
Lighted switch for visibility in darkened rooms
Low-profile styling
Choice of five decorator colors
Operates most common types of lighting
Relay-based switching
Zero crossing reduces stress on the relay and increases
product longevity
No current leakage to load in off mode for safety
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Compatible with decorator wall plates


